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Abstract. We developed an efficient and secure image sanitizing scheme
that enables integrity check and authentication of a sanitized image.
Sanitizing is to delete or conceal sensitive data such as national secrets or
personal information in digital images/documents. With a typical digital
signature or digital watermarking scheme, a sanitized image cannot be
authenticated because the integrity of the content is broken when it is
sanitized. Our image sanitizing scheme solves this problem by combining
a digital signature, digital watermarking and error correction technique
with Reed-Solomon (RS) code. In addition, due to the RS encoding, we
can realize the lightweight image sanitizing with small signature size,
which is quite significant for the practical implementation. Furthermore,
we investigate the security of our image sanitizing scheme. Considering
the security requirements for image sanitizing, our scheme turned out
to be quite effective to safely release a sensitive image to the public.
The detailed explanation of our image sanitizing scheme and its security
evaluation are given in this paper.

1 Introduction

When digital documents or images are published in the Internet, guaranteeing
their integrity and authenticity is essential to prevent malicious activities such as
impersonation and falsification. For such purpose, digital signature and digital
watermarking are widely used in various applications. In addition, when digital
contents are released to the public, sensitive information, for example personal
data and national secretes, should be deleted or concealed for the privacy and
security. The data processing to delete/conceal sensitive information is called
sanitizing. Sanitizing, however, causes a problem that the sanitized content is
not correctly authenticated since the integrity of the data is broken when it
is sanitized. A naive use of a digital signature or digital watermarking cannot
achieve both content sanitizing and authentication. Note that generating a dig-
ital signature after sanitizing is not the solution because the time stamp of the
original signature cannot be restored.
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This problem is first pointed out in [1] as the digital document sanitizing prob-
lem, and several studies tackling this problem have been reported so far [1,2,3,4,5].
As for the image sanitizing problem, only a few studies have been reported as far
as the authors know [6,7]. In this paper, we propose an efficient and secure im-
age sanitizing scheme combining the digital signature, digital watermarking and
Reed-Solomon (RS) code. The previous study [7] only uses a digital watermark
and RS code, and therefore, the authenticity of the embedder of the watermark
is not considered and the watermark can possibly be fabricated. Our scheme
solves this vulnerability by utilizing a digital signature.

In this paper, we explain the detailed model and procedure of the proposed
sanitizing scheme. To discuss the security of our scheme, we also present the
categories of the attacks against sanitized data and security requirements for
the image sanitizing. Then we clarify the feasibility and effectiveness of our
sanitizing scheme by comparing its performance with the past studies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the outline
of the related works and their problems. Section 3 explains our image sanitizing
scheme and gives the model of our scheme, assumption of the attackers, and
security requirements for image sanitizing. Section 4 evaluates the security of
our sanitizing scheme, and finally Section 5 summarizes our study.

2 Related Work

2.1 Digital Signature-Based Document Sanitizing

The sanitizing problem of digital content has been mainly studied in document
sanitizing. Some studies have applied a digital signature technique to authenticat-
ing sanitized digital documents [1,2,3,4,5]. These sanitizing schemes are the three-
party model that consists of a signer, sanitizer(s) and verifier. The signer generates
a signature of the document with a secret key. Then, the documents and signature
are transferred from the signer to the sanitizer. The sanitizer divides the document
into sanitize-allowed blocks (hereinafter SA) and sanitize-prohibited blocks (here-
inafter SP), and sanitizes some of the SAs if necessary. Note that simply masking
the SA with random data will destroy the integrity of the document and conse-
quently the authentication will fail. Therefore, special mask data for document
sanitizing must be calculated in advance. Due to this mask data, the past sanitiz-
ing studies suffer from a large amount of data to transfer and its long computation
time. Then finally, the sanitized image and the signature are transferred to the
verifier. The verifier checks the digital signature and accepts the image only if the
authenticity of the image is successfully verified.

Miyazaki et al. proposed the digital document sanitizing scheme which can
control the disclosure condition [2]. The disclosure condition is the information
about which blocks of the document are SAs and which are SPs. In this scheme,
an SA includes original document and its pre-calculated mask data, while an
SP has only the original document. By deleting the pre-calculated mask data,
the SA is unable to be sanitized and thus changed to the SP. Miyazaki et al.
improved this scheme by using the aggregate signature based on bilinear maps [3].
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This scheme can hide the number of the sanitized blocks. However, the digital
signature must be recalculated whenever the disclosure condition is updated.

Izu et al. proposed the sanitizable signature scheme where verifiers can au-
thenticate the sanitizer, and thus, the malicious sanitizers can be eliminated [4].
However, this scheme also suffers from the inefficiency due to the requirement
of pre-calculated mask data. As described above, the past studies have been
suffering from the large data size and long computation time since they must
always handle the large data set: the original document, digital signature and
pre-calculated mask data. Therefore, simply applying the digital signature for
document sanitizing is neither efficient nor practical.

2.2 Digital Watermark-Based Image Sanitizing

Digital watermarking is a technique to secretly embed information in an image.
The principle of the digital watermarking is that, even if secret information
is scattered in an image, one cannot detect the subtle change of the image.
Therefore, the digital watermark cannot be utilized for document sanitizing. The
digital watermarking can be applied to authentication and is practically used for
protecting the copyright of digital publications and so on. If the integrity of the
watermark is broken, one cannot prove that the publication surely belongs to
the author. Therefore, the digital watermark should be tamper-resistant for the
purpose of authentication.

To the contrary, for tamper-detecting purpose, the digital watermark should
be fragile [8,9,10,11]. If the embedded watermark is broken, the image turns
out to be tampered. In this paper, we refer to the fragile digital watermark as
a tamper-detecting watermark. Kawadu et al. proposed the digital watermark-
based image sanitize scheme utilizing fragile watermarks [6,7]. Their scheme is
the three-party model which consists of an embedder of the digital watermark,
sanitizer(s) and verifier.

The scheme proposed in [6] embeds tamper-detecting watermarks into each
SPs. Verifying the watermarks, one can detect tampering with the SAs and SPs,
and fabrication of the SPs. This scheme, however, cannot detect fabrication of
the SAs. Moreover, this scheme requires the information about which blocks
are SAs/SPs, and therefore, it is not efficient for the practical implementation.
The scheme proposed in [7] embeds symbols of RS code as a tamper-detecting
watermark. Using RS code, the verifier does not need to know the position of
SAs/SPs. This scheme, however, does not utilize a digital signature and cannot
detect fabrication of the watermark. Additonally in [6,7], the model of the
scheme is ambiguous and the security issues are not well considered.

3 The Details of the Image Sanitizing Scheme

3.1 System Model

Our image sanitizing scheme includes four types of players: Client, Embedder,
Sanitizer(s) and Verifier. Each players is described as follows:
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Client is the person who wants to release a digital image to the public. As shown
in Fig. 1, Client divides the image into several blocks, and each of the blocks is
assigned as a sanitize-allowed block (SA) or sanitize-prohibited block
(SP). Though determining SAs and SPs in advance of sanitizing seems a
strong restriction, our scheme works quite well in practice since only limited
blocks are assigned as SAs.

Embedder generates a digital signature of the image, encodes the signature
using RS encoding, and embeds the code in the image as a digital watermark.
Since data in SA can be changed by sanitizing, the signature is generated only
from SPs to maintain the consistency of the signature, while the signature
is embedded in both SAs and SPs.

Sanitizer sanitizes SAs inappropriate for disclosing to the public. When san-
itizing the SA, all the data bits are changed into 0. Note that any addi-
tional mask data for sanitizing is not required in our scheme, while the
pre-calculated mask is required in the previous studies.

Verifier authenticates the transferred image by extracting and verifying the
watermark embedded in the image. Note that the verifier does not need to
know which blocks are SAs/SPs.

These four types of players are not necessarily the different persons. For example,
Client and Embedder can be the same person.

3.2 Attack Models

To concentrate on the security issues on sanitizing scheme, we assume that the
channels among the players are secure. Insecure channels should be protected
using some proper technology, e.g., PKI. We assume that the client and embedder
are honest, and the sanitizer(s) and verifier can be dishonest. In this model, we
define the anticipated attacks as follows:

Recovery attack is to restore the original image from the sanitized image,
embedded watermark and so on. If the original image is restored by an
attacker, the attack is considered as succeeded.

Alteration attack is to alter the image data in SPs. If an SP is altered and the
alternation is not detected by Verifier, the attack is considered as succeeded.
Altering the data in SAs is legitimate and is not considered as an attack.

Forgery attack is a trial to generate a counterfeit SP that would pass the
verification. If the counterfeit SP is not detected by Verifier and passes the
verification, the attack is considered as succeeded.

3.3 Security Requirements

Here we describe the security requirements of image sanitizing necessary for
safely releasing an image to the public. In our scheme, we introduce three secu-
rity requirements: Privacy, Inalterability and Unforgeability; the previous work
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Fig. 1. Example of an image and its
SA/SP blocks

Fig. 2. The procedure for Reed-Solomon
(RS) encoding

proposed Invisibility instead of Inalterability [3]. Invisibility is the requirement
that the verifier cannot determine the number of the sanitized blocks. The re-
quirement Invisibility, however, constrains the intuitive image sanitizing which
we are aiming at, and consequently, Invisibility is not adopted in our scheme.
The security requirements in our scheme are summarized as follows:

Privacy: The original image is not restored from the sanitized one.
Inalterability: Altering the data in SPs can be detected.
Unforgeability: The verifier can verify whether the transferred image is cor-

rectly sanitized, in other words, the verifier can check if the watermark is
generated by the authorized embedder.

3.4 The Detailed Procedure

As described in section 3.1, our image sanitizing scheme includes 4 players:
Client, Embedder, Sanitizer and Verifier. First, Client divides the image into
several blocks and each block is assigned as an SA or SP. Then Embedder calcu-
lates the digital signature from the SPs and embeds it as a watermark into both
SAs and SPs. Next, Sanitizer sanitizes some blocks which includes sensitive data,
and finally Verifier extracts and verifies the embedded watermark. The detailed
procedure is explained as follows.

SA/SP setting

1. Client divides the original image into G blocks.
2. Client designates the sanitize-allowed blocks as SAs, and the rest of the blocks

as SPs. The number of the SAs is G − L and the number of the SPs is L.
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Watermark embedding

1. Embedder looks for the blocks including secret or sensitive data, and des-
ignate such blocks as SAs and others as SPs. Embedder embeds the code
symbols (sanitizing watermark) to the determined blocks.

2. Embedder determines the position to embed the watermark for each SA/SP.
3. Embedder divides the signature into K (= 2L) portions.
4. Embedder generates (K − 1)-dimensional information polynomial p(x) from

the information bits, and generates an RS code as follows:
Cp = {p(0), p(1), p(α), . . .}.
Here, Cp consists of N code symbols (Fig. 2).

5. Embedder embeds 2 code symbols into the particular position of each SA/SP.
In the SA, one of the two symbols is intentionally erroneous; In the SP, both
of the 2 symbols are correct. Due to this intentional error, tampering with
the SP is surely detected.

6. Embedder embeds another tamper-detecting watermark to the SA separately
from the watermark generated using RS code.

Sanitizing

1. Sanitizer determines which SAs should be actually sanitized.
2. Sanitizer sets all pixel values to zero in the selected SA. The image in the

SA is blacked out and all information in the SA is deleted.

Verification

1. Verifier extracts the code symbols of RS code from non-sanitized SA/SPs ,
and decodes the code to obtain the digital signature. If the decode process
fails, the image is considered as fraudulently tampered.

2. If the code is correctly decoded, the block including the intentional error
symbol is considered as an SA, and others as SPs. Then, Verifier concatenates
the SPs(excluding the code symbols), and calculates and verifies the digital
signature of the concatenated data.

3. Verifier extracts and verifies the digital watermark from SAs to check if the
SAs are tampered.

3.5 Example

Here we consider sanitizing a VGA-size (640×480) image. The size of the divided
block is 16 × 16, and therefore, there are totally 1200(= G) blocks and 2400(=
2G = N) code symbols in the image. Let r be the number of digits of the code
length N . In this example, r ≥ 12 [bits] because 2r > N . Let S be the signature
length and here we suppose S = 1024. Since the number of the information
symbols K must satisfy the inequality r > S/K, K must be K = 2L ≥ 86
because r ≥ 12. Therefore, the number of the SPs L must be equal to or larger
than 43. Presumably, secret or sensitive data are included only in the limited
blocks of the image, and thus, the inequality L ≥ 43 will be satisfied in most
cases. To sum up, in this example, two 12-bit symbols (24-bit symbols) are
embedded into each SA/SP.
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4 Considerations

4.1 Decoding Conditions

Let e be the number of the error symbols and h be the number of the erasure
symbols. The decoding condition in RS code is described as follows:

2e + h ≤ N − K.
Assume that the number of sanitized SAs and sanitized SPs are y and y′,

respectively. Let E(= G − L) be the number of the error symbols of the pre-
sanitized image, then the decode condition is 2(E−y)+2(y+y′) ≤ N −K. After
embedding the watermark, since parameters satisfies 2E = 2(G − L) = N − K,
the decode condition is y′ ≤ 0. On the other hand, y′ is the number of the
sanitized areas and satisfies y′ ≥ 0. Therefore, p(x) can be decoded only when
y′ = 0, that is, p(x) is decoded only when no SP is tampered.

4.2 Evaluation of the Security Requirements

This section evaluates if the proposed scheme satisfies the security requirements
described in Section 3.3.

Privacy: Both of the original image data and the watermark in the SA are
deleted when the SA is sanitized. Therefore, restoring the original image
from sanitized one is impossible.

Inalterability: Tampering with SPs can be detected by verifying the water-
mark. Tampering with the sanitized SAs can be easily detected since all
pixel values are zero in the sanitized SAs. Tampering with non-sanitized SAs
can be detected with the sanitizing watermark.

Unforgeagility: Since the embedded watermark is the digital signature signed
by Embedder, verifying the watermark is equivalent to verifying the digital
signature. Therefore, unintended sanitizing by unauthorized persons can be
detected by the digital signature scheme.

4.3 Advantage of Signature Encoding

In our scheme, the generated digital signature of SPs is encoded using RS code
and embedded to the image, instead of directly embedding the signature without
RS coding. The reason for this is that, without encoding, the information about
which block is SA/SP is required for extracting the signature. If the information
of SA/SP position is tampered, the SA/SP can be substituted. Therefore, the
digital signature scheme with RS encoding is resistant against the attack of
SA/SP substitution.

4.4 Comparison with Past Studies

Table 1 shows the performance comparison between our image sanitizing scheme
and past studies. In Table 1, ©, �, × denote the best, middle and worst per-
formance, respectively. As Table 1 shows, our scheme can solve the problems of
forgery and SP-alternation in Kawadu’s scheme.
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Table 1. Comparison with each method

Sanitizing signature Kawadu [7] Our scheme Signature directly

Efficiency � © © ©
Disclosure condition control © × × ×
Sanitizing demand × © © ©
Privacy © © © ©
SA-inalteration © � � �
SP-inalteration © � © ©
Unforgeability © × © ©
Substitution of SA/SP — © © ×

5 Conclusions

We developed an efficient and secure digital image sanitizing scheme that enables
integrity check and authentication of a sanitized image. Sanitizing is to delete
or conceal sensitive data such as national secrets or personal information. With
a typical digital signature or digital watermarking scheme, a sanitized image
cannot be authenticated because the integrity of the image is broken when it
is sanitized. Our image sanitizing scheme solves this problem by combining a
digital signature, digital watermarking and error correction technique with Reed-
Solomon code. The basic ideas of our scheme is described as follows:

– Divides the image into Sanitize-Allowed (SA) blocks and Sanitize-Prohibited
(SP) blocks.

– Generates the digital signature from SP blocks, encodes the signature based
on RS code to generate the tamper-detecting codes, and embeds 2 tamper-
detecting codes into every SA/SP.

– In SA blocks, one of the 2 tamper-detecting codes is intentionally erroneous.
Due to this intentional error, the decoding condition of the RS code is main-
tained during the image sanitizing.

Additionally, applying RS encoding, we can realize the secure and lightweight
image sanitizing with small signature size, and thus, we can utilize the digital
watermarking technology to embed the tamper-detecting codes. Therefore, our
scheme requires no separate additional data such as a digital signature. This
feature is quite significant for the practical use of the proposed scheme. Further-
more, we investigate the security of our image sanitizing scheme in this paper.
Considering these security requirements, our scheme is quite effective to safely
release a sensitive image to the public.
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